Africa – articles


Asia – books


Asia – articles


Middle East – books

Middle East – articles

Billion, Didier. ‘L’Iran, plaque sensible des relations internationales’, La revue internationale et stratégique, no. 70 (2008), pp. 67–207.

Armed conflict, violence and security – books


Armed conflict, violence and security – articles


Arms – books


Arms – articles


Assistance – books


**Assistance – articles**


**Children – books**


**Children – articles**


**Combatants and armed forces – books**


**Combatants and armed forces – articles**

Economy/globalization – books


Environmental protection – articles


History – books


Human rights – books


ICRC – books


**International criminal law – books**


**International criminal law – articles**


**International humanitarian law – books**


International humanitarian law – articles

Cassese, Antonio. ‘Under what conditions may belligerents be acquitted of the crime of attacking an ambulance?’, *Journal of International Criminal Justice*, vol. 6, no. 2 (2008), pp. 385–97.


International organizations – NGOs – books


Psychology – articles


Public international law – books


**Refugees, displaced persons – articles**


**Terrorism – books**


**Terrorism – articles**


**Torture – articles**

ICRC/International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement books. Amann, Hans. Henry Dunant: das Appenzellerland als seine zweite Heimat. European Centre for Research and Training on Human Rights and Humanitarian Action. Athens: Ant. N. Sakkoulas and Brussels: E. Bruylant, 2009, 653 pp. Missing articles Milic, Tatjana. 'International convention for the protection of all persons from enforced disappearance', International Problems, Vol. 62, No. 1, 2010, pp. 37–64. The Library Acquisition Patterns (LAP) project was undertaken with the support of The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation with the aim of examining trends in US academic libraries’ book purchasing. The sample of acquisition items is limited to print and electronic books acquired on a one-time, title-by-title basis within a specified price range to mitigate the inclusion of miscategorized items. Most recent year for data, ongoing resource expenditures have skyrocketed amid an increase in average library materials expenditures, even as expenditures for one-time resources like academic books have been in decline since 2012. [5]. Recent papers in Library Acquisitions. Papers. People. The books that had been stored for many years in the attic of the Kazan Cathedral were dismantled. A large-scale systematic work was carried out to collect religious books from museums of the country. It is also use in evaluation of the library services. Sonubhau Baswant College Library keeps the day to day statistics of acquisition, cataloguing, circulation, serial control, daily visitors, etc. Save to Library. Download. by Dr. Shahaji S. Waghmode. Library Acquisitions. The article discusses the historical background, present status, and future perspectives of International Standard for Bibliographic Description (ISBD) translations, research, and applications in China. It also analyzes the relationship more. Collection Development--Books, Serials, Non-book Materials--Selection, Acquisition, Maintenance; ISBN, ISSN, Cataloguing-in-Publication (CIP), E-documents, E-books, E-journals, Etc. CATALOGING & METADATA. SCOPE: On cataloging and metadata. SCOPE: On research methodology in the library and information science. Types of Research--Basic, Applied, Interdisciplinary. Research Design. Scientific Method, Hypothesis, Data Collection, Sampling. Technical Services Report: Cataloging in RDA and Linked Data environments. A Report of the ALCTS Cataloging & Metadata Management Section, Cataloging and Classification Research Interest Group Meeting. American Library Association Midwinter Meeting, Philadelphia, January 2014.